SR-33 Water Main Replacement

Request: The City of Gustine (City) is seeking $ 10,000,000 in funding to design and construct a water main
replacement project to improve the water distribution system along a ½ mile stretch of State Route 33/140.
Description: The proposed project improvements include the replacement of approximately 3000 LF of aging water

main located within SR-33, the replacement of approximately 11,000 LF of aging water lines that connect to the water
main proposed to be replaced, the replacement of fire hydrants, and the replacement of valves. The proposed
improvements will also include roadway pavement repairs and associated improvements to return the roadway to a
preconstruction condition.
Necessity: The City of Gustine is a disadvantaged small-rural community with a heavy agricultural influence and
limited industry located on the West side of Merced County. The City has a small amount of available resources and a
limited tax base to pull funding from and when possible, uses these funds to leverage other outside funding sources to
complete projects.
The City’s water system is an aging system dating back to the 1950’s and in some areas even older. The existing water
main proposed to be replaced with this project has been a continuous maintenance issue for the City requiring constant
attention as the pipe fails in different locations along State Route 33. The water leaks are even visible as white chalk like
residue on the pavement (refer to image above). The existing pipe, like most of the older pipes in the area, are Transite
which when cracked are hard to repair. Most of the repairs that the City has made on this pipe have been costly,
requiring patches in multiple locations. The magnitude of the project is such that without an outside funding source, the
City will have a difficult time funding it solely with available resources and as a result this project and its improvements
may not be able to be implemented in a timely manner.

Beneficiaries:
•

City of Gustine Residents, Visitors, and Businesses

CONTACT:
Douglas D. Dunford
City Manager, City of Gustine
(209) 854-9403
ddunford@cityofgustine.com

